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 Teaching Climate Change and Sustainability in the Primary 
Curriculum   
Author:  Ed by Karin Doull and  Susan Ogier 

Publisher:  Sage, 2023 

ISBN:  9781529628401 

The first aim of the DfE's 2022 Strategy for Sustainability and Climate Change is to pre-

pare all young people for a world impacted by climate change through learning and prac-

tical experience. This practical text for new teachers empowers them to develop their 

knowledge and understanding of climate change and sustainability. It supports them to 

develop confidence in discussing difficult themes and to create safe learning spaces that 

allow children to articulate concerns. The book provides a structure for learning and teach-

ing about climate change and sustainability across the primary curriculum. All chapters 

are linked to relevant and authentic research and include suggestions for practical activi-

ties. ..... More Details… 

 

 

What Do We Know and What Should We Do About Tax Justice? 

Author:    Alex Cobham 

Publisher:  Sage, 2023 

ISBN:  9781529667769 

This book lays out what we know about the scale, history and impacts of tax abuse. From 

profit-shifting by multinational corporations to the exploitation of offshore tax havens. It 

sheds light on the people and organisations that enable tax abuse, and the stark social in-

equalities it creates. Crucially, it also explores what we can do about it. What are the 

practical realities of challenging the threats of tax injustice and of holding abusers ac-

countable? What are the policies and institutional shifts we need to see and fight for? It is 

estimated that cross-border tax abuse accounts for around half a trillion dollars of lost 

revenue around the world each year. This is important. Alex Cobham shows us that tax is 

more than just business regulation or economic policy. It is a powerful tool for creating a 

fair and just society. It is our social superpower. ....                                                       

More Details… 

 You Can Publish Your Journal Article: 

Advice From Editors to Help You Succeed 

Author:    Gilbert C. Gee  

Publisher:  Sage, 2024 

ISBN:   9781544309552 

You’ve completed your research and want to publish it in a peer-reviewed journal. Author 

Gilbert C. Gee is here to help, sharing what he learned as a writer, reviewer, and Editor-

in-Chief, and calling on other journal editors to offer their advice. You Can Publish Your 

Journal Article! will not only help you write your paper, but more importantly, be more 

likely to succeed in peer review. The book has four main premises: that writing involves 

a relationship between you and your readers, and that your research joins an ongoing con-

versation in the field; that good writing is rewriting, and revision is critical; that people 

who write daily are more productive than those who binge write; and finally, that persis-

tency wins, so don’t give up when you get a rejection. With chapters offering practical 

advice on selecting the right journal, peer review, the methods section, displaying your 

data, writing the results and discussion sections, the book concludes with short essays from 

invited journal editors about how to avoid common mistakes and ensure success. 

…………             More Details… 

https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/teaching-climate-change-and-sustainability-in-the-primary-curriculum/book285833
https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/what-do-we-know-and-what-should-we-do-about-tax-justice/book286416
https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/you-can-publish-your-journal-article/book258789
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Information Asset Management Why You Must Manage Your 
Data, Information and Knowledge the Way You Manage Your 
Money   

Author:   James Price, Nina Evans 

Publisher: Routledge, 2024 

ISBN:     9781032249711 

Organisations are using data, information and knowledge as a competitive weapon. Their 

data, information and knowledge are arguably their most valuable assets. Yet, this fourth 

asset is managed badly when compared to the other three assets, namely money, people 

and infrastructure with considerable risk to the organisation. Executives are accountable 

for the success of their organisations, and those who don’t manage this critical resource 

and business enabler effectively can be regarded as negligent. Information Assets carry 

enormous risk and value. Most boards and executives don’t know how to govern and man-

age IAs effectively and nobody is held accountable. Given this, organisations should gov-

ern and manage their Information Assets the way they manage their Financial Assets. The 

benefits of managing IAs well are compelling. These benefits include increased efficiency, 

productivity, employee satisfaction, improved decision-making, mitigating business risk 

and improving product, protecting corporate reputation and service delivery. Drawing on 

ground-breaking research, this book explains why….    More Details… 

 

 

 

Beyond Law and Development Resistance, Empowerment and 
Social Injustice 

Author:   Sam Adelman, Abdul Paliwala  

Publisher:   Routledge, 2024 

ISBN:    9781032254135 

The book highlights new imaginaries required to transcend traditional approaches to law 

and development. The authors focus on injustices and harms to people and the environ-

ment, and confront global injustices involving impoverishment, patriarchy, forced migra-

tion, global pandemics and intellectual rights in traditional medicine resulting from 

maldevelopment, bad governance and aftermaths of colonialism. New imaginaries empha-

sise deconstruction of fashionable myths of law, development, human rights, governance 

and post-coloniality to focus on communal and feminist relationality, non-western legal 

systems, personal responsibility for justice and forms of resistance to injustices…….   

More Details… 

 

Challenges in Criminal Justice Author:     Thomas D. Schneid 

Publisher:   Routledge, 2024 

ISBN:     9780367698072 

This collection examines contemporary challenges to the criminal justice system in Eng-

land and Wales. The chapters, written by established academics, rising stars and practising 

lawyers, seek not only to highlight these challenges but to offer solutions. The book ex-

amines issues with legal assistance in the police station, concerns relating to juror decision 

making and problems in and presented by both virtual hearings and the advent of the Single 

Justice Procedure Notice. The work also examines challenges surrounding vulnerability in 

the criminal justice system. Here, diversity includes vulnerability in the criminal trial, neu-

rodivergence as well as issues with diversity and marginalisation in the criminal justice 

system as a whole. The book also discusses matters centred around sexual offending.  
ncluding the attrition rate in rape cases as well as the recent development of ‘vigilante’ 

paedophile hunters and their acceptance as a viable limb of the criminal justice system. 

Finally, the volume looks at the ….    More Details… 

https://www.routledge.com/Information-Asset-Management-Why-You-Must-Manage-Your-Data-Information/Price-Evans/p/book/9781032249711
https://www.routledge.com/Beyond-Law-and-Development-Resistance-Empowerment-and-Social-Injustice/Adelman-Paliwala/p/book/9781032254135
https://www.routledge.com/Challenges-in-Criminal-Justice/Johnston/p/book/9780367698072
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Human Rights and Disasters 

The Role of Positive Obligations in Enhancing Protection 

Author:    Silvia Venier   

Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2023 

ISBN:     9781802208221 

Human Rights and Disasters provides a comprehensive analysis of the positive obligations 

of States under human rights law and their potential to improve protection against disas-

ters. Silvia Venier examines the practice of international and regional human rights super-

vising authorities to identify emerging positive obligations and recommendations and ex-

plores how such duties interact with other applicable norms of international law in differ-

ent disaster settings. 

 More Details… 

 
How to Offer Effective Wellbeing Support to Law Students    

Author:     Lydia Katherine Bleasdale 

Publisher:  Edward Elgar, 2024 

ISBN:     9781803920795 

This How to Guide will provide readers with information and insights which will better 

equip them to support law students in a higher education setting. Featuring contributions 

from an array of eminent academics and student support professionals, this book includes 

personal reflections, example scenarios and practical tips for those seeking to improve 

support for student wellbeing. How to Offer Effective Wellbeing Support to Law Students 

discusses issues that impact wellbeing from a variety of perspectives including distance 

learning, the influence of sex and gender on the provision of pastoral support, and the 

challenges of providing wellbeing support at the same time as maintaining personal well-

being. Written in an informative yet accessible style, chapters provide strategies to work 

with law students in a supportive capacity while integrating wellbeing as a core component 

of day-to-day teaching. Ultimately this How to Guide concludes that although wellbeing 

support varies between universities, there are universal traits and frameworks throughout 

that can encourage more effective and tailored welfare assistance….  …. . ..More 

Details… 

 International Humanitarian Law 

Author:      Marco Sassòli 

Publisher:   Edward Elgar, 2023 

ISBN:    9781789906837 

In this thoroughly updated second edition of what has quickly become the definitive text 

in the field of international humanitarian law (IHL), leading expert Marco Sassòli evalu-

ates the application of IHL, the way in which hostilities should be conducted against an 

adversary, and the pertinence of traditional distinctions, such as that between international 

and non-international armed conflicts or civilians and combatants. Drawing on the au-

thor’s practical experience to provide unique and invaluable insights, the second edition 

discusses the rules protecting certain categories of persons, including prisoners of war, as 

well as governing different types of conduct of hostilities and the difficulties in determin-

ing whether a destruction was unlawful. Significantly, the edition takes the armed conflict 

between Russia and Ukraine into account, discussing what remains of neutrality, defend-

ing the strict separation between the prohibition of aggression and the humanitarian rules 

to be respected by both sides, which must however be nuanced in the field of naval war-

fare. New sections explore IHL in relation to persons with disabilities, sieges and human-

itarian corridors, the role of the media, IHL in outer space, and the. .…. 

More Details… 

https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/human-rights-and-disasters-9781802208221.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/how-to-offer-effective-wellbeing-support-to-law-students-9781803920795.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/how-to-offer-effective-wellbeing-support-to-law-students-9781803920795.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/international-humanitarian-law-9781800886902.html
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Collective Self-Defence in International Law 

Author:       James A. Green 

Publisher:   Cambridge University Press, 2024 

ISBN:       9781009406420 

Collective self-defence can be defined as the use of military force by one or more states to 

aid another state that is an innocent victim of armed attack. However, it is a legal justifi-

cation that is open to abuse and its exercise risks escalating conflict. Recent years have 

seen an unprecedented increase in the number of collective self-defence claims. It has been 

the main basis for US-led action in Syria (2014-) and was advanced by Russia in relation 

to its full-scale invasion of Ukraine (2022-). Yet there still has been little analysis of col-

lective self-defence in international law. This book crucially progresses the debate on var-

ious fundamental and under-explored questions about the conceptual nature of collective 

self-defence and the requirements for its operation. Green provides the most detailed and 

extensive account of collective self-defence to date, at a time when it is being invoked 

more than ever before. 

 More Details… 

 

 

How To Think About Climate Change 

Author:     Riccardo Rebonato 

Publisher:   Cambridge University Press, 2024 

ISBN:     9781009404983 

Caught in the crossfire between climate deniers and catastrophists, the intelligent layper-

son is understandably bewildered when faced with the complexity of climate change. How 

To Think About Climate Change shows that economics provides not just a suitable, but an 

indispensable perspective to understand the root causes of the climate-change problem: 

scarcity of resources, externalities and free riding. Riccardo Rebonato argues that there are 

no silver bullets or easy solutions. However, he shows that the new-generation economics 

models offer a radically different insight about our best course of action from what most 

early models recommended – in particular, they suggest that fast and large-scale climate 

action can now be justified as the most cost-effective strategy without requiring the 'infi-

nite altruism' of earlier models. Given the conceptual tools provided in this book, readers 

can decide whether they agree with these conclusions – and, if they do, what the most 

effective courses of action are.  More Details… 

 
 
 

11 Rules For Life: Secrets to Level Up 

Author:     Chetan Bhagat 

Publisher:    HarperCollins India, 2024 

ISBN:    9789356999978 

If one book can change your life, this is it. One summer afternoon, Viraj, a food delivery 

guy, brings lunch for an author named Chetan. He is late and appears to be in distress. 

When Chetan asks him what the matter is, Viraj breaks down. ‘I hate my life. My career 

is going nowhere. My girlfriend left me. I have no future,’ he says. The author offers Viraj 

a deal. ‘I can fix this for you. Come back every day, when I order lunch. Each day, I will 

tell you one secret I’ve learnt about life.’ Welcome to 11 Rules for Life, a no-holds-barred 

book that will transform your life. In his most personal book yet, Chetan draws on his 

personal failures and triumphs, his many conversations with high achievers from all walks 

of.  More Details… 

 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/collective-selfdefence-in-international-law/2A07579EB2AAA584D1A979CCAC06061A#fndtn-information
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/how-to-think-about-climate-change/6F6AAB54523738CC7CF83B0EEFECD3A2#fndtn-information
https://www.amazon.in/11-Rules-Life-Secrets-Level/dp/935699997X/ref=s9_acsd_al_bw_cv2_0_t?_encoding=UTF8&pf_rd_m=A21TJRUUN4KGV&pf_rd_s=merchandised-search-3&pf_rd_r=AG7HKFPRH69Q7XM06CVZ&pf_rd_p=77297a18-7f84-4328-935f-13192b2da2e6&pf_rd_t=976389031&pf_rd_i=4143742031

